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Introduction:  Presolar Y and Z grains, ~1% each 
of the whole presolar SiC population, are believed to 
have come from asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars 
with lower metallicities and perhaps larger masses with 
respect to mainstream (MS) grains, the dominant popu-
lation of presolar SiC grains [1,2]. Type Y grains have 
12C/13C>100 and are more 30Si-rich and 29Si-poor than 
MS grains. Z grains have 10<12C/13C<100, similar to 
MS grains, and are more 30Si-rich and 29Si-poor than Y 
grains. The definitions of these two rare groups are 
somewhat arbitrary, and there is considerable isotopic 
overlap between them and MS grains. In fact, the three 
groups of grains are indistinguishable in their 14N/15N 
and inferred 26Al/27Al ratios [3]. The conclusion that Y 
and Z grains came from AGB stars of about ½ Z

¤
 and ⅓ 

Z
¤

, respectively, relied mainly upon comparison with 
AGB model predictions to explain their large 30Si ex-
cesses [2]. However, it was shown later that these low-
metallicity models fail to consistently explain the Si and 
Ti isotope ratios of Y and Z grains [3]. Thus, the pro-
posed low-metallicity stellar origin of Y and Z grains 
remains debatable.  

To better understand the stellar origins of Y and Z 
grains, we obtained Sr, Mo, and Ba isotope data in a 
large number of new Y and Z grains with the Chicago 
Instrument for Laser Ionization (CHILI) [4]. Strontium, 
Mo, and Ba are significantly overproduced during the s-
process, unlike Si; as a result, contributions from the 
initial abundances incorporated from the interstellar 
medium barely affect their s-process isotopic signatures 
generated during the AGB phase. Thus, the heavy-
element isotope data from this study allow, for the first 
time, independent investigation of the s-process in the 
parent stars of Y and Z grains. The Mo isotope data 
[5,6] showed that the three groups of grains share com-
parable Mo isotope ratios that are linearly correlated in 
the Mo 3-isotope plots, thus implying that the 95Zr 
branch remained inactive in their parent stars. Detailed 
data-model comparisons for Mo isotopes constrained 
the maximal temperature (TMAX) to lie below 3×108 K. 
Here we report the simultaneously obtained Sr and Ba 
isotope data, based on which we further discuss the s-
process efficiency in their parent AGB stars.  

Experiments & Models: We analyzed 37 sub-µm- 
to µm-sized Y and Z grains for their Sr, Mo, and Ba 

isotopic compositions with CHILI [4]; 15 MS grains 
were also measured during the same session. These 
grains had been measured with the Carnegie NanoSIMS 
50L ion microprobe for their C, N, and Si isotope ratios 
prior to the CHILI analyses. Molybdenum isotope ratios 
were obtained in all the 52 grains, while Sr and Ba iso-
tope ratios were obtained in 36 and 22 out of the 52 
grains, respectively.  

Updated Torino models for AGB stars with metallic-
ities between 0.5 Z

¤
 to 1.5 Z

¤
 have been recently pre-

sented [7,8]. In this study, we extend the metallicity 
down to 0.22 Z

¤
. The updated nucleosynthesis calcula-

tions were conducted based on physical quantities ex-
tracted from new FRUITY stellar models [9,10]. Com-
pared to the FRANEC stellar models adopted in previ-
ous Torino model calculations, the FRUITY stellar 
models predict higher third dredge-up efficiencies, low-
er TMAX values, and higher mass-loss rates.  

                                    
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Ba-Sr 4-isotope 
plots comparing MS, 
Y, and Z grains with 
updated Torino model 
predictions by adopt-
ing the magnetic 
buoyancy induced 13C-
pocket. The entire 
evolution of the AGB 
envelope composition 
is shown, but symbols 
are plotted only when 
C>O. Errors are 2σ. 
     

 
 

 
 
 

Results:  Figure 1 clearly shows that Y and Z grains 
are indistinguishable from MS grains in their Sr and Ba 
isotopic compositions. This is consistent with our previ-
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ous observation that the three groups of grains share 
comparable Mo isotopic compositions [5,6]. Thus, our 
and literature data have shown that Y and Z grains over-
lap with MS grains in the isotope ratios of N, Al, Ni [9], 
Sr, Zr [11], Mo, Ba and mainly show differences in Si 
and Ti [2,3]. 

Discussion: Figure 1b indicates large discrepancies 
in δ137Ba between the grain data and model predictions 
for AGB stars of high-mass and low-metallicity. This is 
because TMAX increases with both decreasing stellar 
metallicity and increasing stellar mass so that the 
22Ne(α,n)25Mg reaction, the minor neutron source for the 
s-process in AGB stars, operates more efficiently to 
activate the branch point at 136Cs, thus resulting in en-
hanced 137Ba production. The fact that TMAX values in 
all the models shown in Fig. 1b exceed 3×108 K further 
strengthens our previous constraint on TMAX (<3×108 K) 
based on the Mo isotope data, thus pointing to the low-
mass and/or close-to-solar metallicity stellar origins of 
Y and Z grains.  

 
Fig. 2. Ba 3-
isotope plots com-
paring MS, Y, and 
Z grains with the 
updated Torino 
model predictions 
in Fig. 1a. Errors 
for literature MS 
grains [12] are not 
shown for clarity. 

 
 

Figure 2 further shows that the low-metallicity AGB 
models in Fig. 1a predict δ138Ba values that are too high 
to explain the Y and Z grain data. This is because the s-
process efficiency is a linear function of the ratio of 
neutrons to Fe seeds (Rs); as the amount of Fe seeds 
increases with decreasing metallicity, Rs and in turn the 
s-process efficiency also increase with decreasing me-
tallicity. This Rs-metallicity trend is strongly supported 
by astronomical observations [13]. Thus, the indistin-
guishable δ138Ba values among the three groups of 
grains strongly suggest that similar to MS grains, Y and 
Z grains also came from AGB stars of low-mass (≤3 
M

¤
) and close-to-solar metallicity. Y grains, however, 

are probably sourced from slightly more massive AGB 
stars than MS and Z grains because of their higher 
12C/13C ratios. 

On the other hand, Fig. 3 illustrates that the updated 
Torino models with TMAX < 3×108 K predict only up to 
30‰ enrichments in δ30Si, which are too low to account 
for the 30Si excesses of up to 400‰ observed in many of 
the Z grains. The Si isotopic compositions of MS, Y, 

and Z grains are interpreted in the literature as the com-
bined results of the s-process nucleosynthesis and ho-
mogeneous Galactic chemical evolution, which is as-
sumed to move along the linear trend defined by MS 
grains; as a result, Y and Z grains show large deviations 
from the line, which are considered as the evidence of 
more efficient s-process occurring in their parent stars 
with respect to MS grains [2]. As the 30Si production is 
mostly controlled by 22Ne(α,n)25Mg, the large 30Si ex-
cesses observed in Z grains remain unexplained by neu-
tron capture due to the inefficient operation of this reac-
tion at such low TMAX values. Instead, the large 30Si 
excesses of Z grains could suggest that their parent stars 
inherited enhanced 30Si from the interstellar medium 
due to local heterogeneities, e.g., pollution by ONe no-
vae [14], though this needs to be investigated in detail. 

 
Fig. 3. Si 3-
isotope plots 
comparing MS, 
Y, and Z grains 
with the same 
set of models as 
in Fig. 2.  
 

 
 

Conclusions: The new Sr and Ba isotope data of the 
Y and Z grains further strengthens our previous con-
straint on TMAX values (<3×108 K) in their parent stars 
based on Mo isotopes. The inferred low temperatures 
argue against the previously suggested intermediate-
mass AGB stellar origin of Y grains and against neutron 
capture as the explanation of the large 30Si excesses 
observed in Z grains. The latter instead may suggest 
anomalously enhanced initial 30Si abundances due to 
local heterogeneities. Finally, the indistinguishable Rs 
values between MS and Y/Z grains suggested by their 
δ138Ba values strongly argue against the low-metallicity 
stellar origin of Y and Z grains proposed in the litera-
ture.  
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